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Abstact  

Next to deterministic methods, probabilistic analyses can be used and applied to older NPPs to provide support for decision 

making in supervising procedure s. As these “old” power plants do not fulfill all new requirements of design and 

specification, the overall probabilistic evaluation  – including several aspects of initiating events and plant states – enables a 

more flexible approach to gauge safety. Moreo ver, the evaluation in particular is more complex and requires more flexibility 

(than traditional deterministic analyses) in order to assess the importance and the risk relevance of any deviations from new 

requirements . 

 

 

Introduction  

The German Atomic Ene rgy Act stipulates damage precaution in line with the state -of-the-art in science and technology for 

operating NPPs. Every ten years the owner has to perform an integral safety analysis  for all NPPs , consisting of a 

deterministic and a probabilistic part.  The guidelines and regulations for these analyses are the same for new and old plants.  

 

This leads to the expectation  that existing nuclear power plants could not cope with updated specifications, requirements  

and regulations and would show deviations from  the current state -of–the-art concerning some new issues regarding  design 

and safety features.  

 

Nevertheless , it is not necessar ily the case that these plants are less safe (and less available ) than newer ones. In this paper 

we want to show  how to  analyze and evaluate  deviations from the state-of-the-art for operating older NPP. 

 

 

PSA for older NPPs  

The German PSA Guide and the supporting documents are dated August 2005  [1]. They demand a lot of analyses for safety-

related scenarios which were not considered as part of the design basis accidents for all power plants or were not analyzed 

in depth or according to the state-of-the-art since the analyses themselves changed over time . Therefore , we have a lack of 

knowledge, lack of documentation, or just outdated or missing information  regarding  these new requirements  for PSA . 

  

Apart from new knowledge on material behavior or weak points of components or design configurations , especially the 

analyses of external events such as earthquake, flooding, aircraft cras h or explosion waves have changed. This calls for a 
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more flexible way of analyzing these aspects within the PSA. Several parameters may be unknown and have to be judged by 

experts.   

We have ourselves analyzed or checked the analyses/PSA for several older power plants where we faced th ese difficulties 

and had to assess and evaluate the safety of the power plants in comparison with new regulatory requirements.  

We had to pro ve the safety of the power plants and the importance and the risk relevance of any deviations from state -of- 

the-art requirements or weak points of the plants. We gathered a lot of experience in evaluati ng “old” plants, evaluat ing old 

design configurations and suggest ing modifications to update the safety standard of these old plants to the  necessary newer 

level.   

Using the examples of a 30 year old PWR and a 30 year old BWR , the way of  applying probabilistic analyses , next to 

deterministic methods, to  support of decision making in supervising procedures is shown.  

 

 

Scope of PSA and relevant aspects for older NPPs  

 

Up to 2005 the scope of PSA in Germany was limited to PSA Level 1 for full power operation. This situation completely 

changed with the new PSA guide which was published November 2005. The scope of PSA was extended. Now we have 

Level 1 and Level 2, we have full power, low power and shutdown and we have an extended spectrum of initiating events, 

especially external events. And due to this extension many old NPPs get difficulties to proof their safety standard mainly 

because during th eir licensing they had to fulfill other requirements.  

 

 

Old NPPs and new PSA requirements  

In the following we want to show how old NPPs proof the safety standard facing new requirements of PSA.  

 

• Full Power PSA  

In the area of the “regular” level 1 PSA for f ull power operation the old power plants mainly have to deal with three 

aspects: 

- their design is not in all points matching the requirements of new concepts  

- we have a lot of knowledge on the behaviour of materials which affect PSA  

- we have a lot of new expe riences coming from national and international (licensee) event reports which have to 

may effect the reliability   

 

• Low power and shutdown PSA  

In the area of low power and shutdown PSA the main aspects with specific requirements to old NPPs are  

- there are m ostly (up to now) no specific operating manuals for dealing with events during the relevant phases of 

low power and shutdown  

- the inspection procedures (e.g. timetable) do not take care of special aspects of this phase  

- there are often modifications and lot of work during this phase; so the  phases are always different  
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• PSA Level 2  

Many new research work and experiences in the area of PSA Level 2 were made the last years . To transfer the results 

of these activities to old power plants is more difficult than to  new power plants. The design of old power plants was 

made before any experiences with Level 2 accidents  and before knowing results and requirement coming from these 

activities. 

 

 

• Seismic PSA (Earthquake)  

For many of the old power plants we have new knowle dge about the relevant earthquake (intensity and probability). 

The originally existing systems are based on old data, modifications were made according to new data and therefore we 

have a mixture of systems with different standard. This makes it more compl ex to evaluate the reliability of 

components and safety functions during and after an earthquake.   

 

 

• Fire PSA 

The situation with Fire PSA is similar to Seismic PSA. Many data – input data for PSA  – have to be brought to an 

actual level. The plants have a mixture of old and new systems and some design aspects (like redundancy) have been 

improved for the new power plants.  

 

 

• External Hazard/Explosion PSA  

The probabilistic evaluation of the effects of explosions coming from outside the plant has changed becau se we have a 

new traffic situation with new vehicles (higher load), a higher frequency and sometimes new streets or pipelines around 

the plant.   

 

 

• External Hazard/Air craft Crash PSA  

The situation for the analyses of airplane crash has completely changed d uring the last 30 years. The main aspects are:  

- new and much bigger airports  

- new and much bigger aircraft  

- less military traffic and other aircrafts  

- higher frequency of flights (non military)  

 

In earlier times the most relevant accident was a military aircr aft with one single turbine, no it’s a huge civil aircraft 

with a lot of fuel in it. So design accident and relevant accident are  different. The locations of the airports have changed 

and the flight routes are changing several times. This means a lot of da ta has to be updated and a lot of design aspects 

have to be re-evaluated during PSA analyses.  
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The new German PSA Guide and the new corresponding technical guides, all published in 2005, show methods and ways 

how to deal with these aspects. Taking our expe riences with PSA for of a 30 year old PWR and a 30 year old BWR both 

plants show a safety level which is comparable with newer plants.  

 

The effort for analyses and calculation is sometimes more complex, but due to the continuous improvements of systems, 

components and procedures (some of them as a result of these analyses) the results of our evaluation shows a high safety 

which is in accordance with IAEA recommendation for PSA results.  

 

 
Conclusions  

 

Next to deterministic methods, p robabilistic analyses can be used and applied to older NPPs to provide support for decision 

making in supervising procedures. As these “old” power plants do not fulfill all new requirements of design and 

specification , the probabilistic evaluation  enables a more flexible approach  to gauge safety. Moreover,  the evaluation in 

particular is more complex and requires more flexibility  (than traditional deterministic analyses) in order  to assess the 

importance and the risk relevance of any deviations from the state-of-the-art requiremen ts or weak points of the plants . 

 

 

 

 

 

[1]  Bundesministerium der Justiz; Bekanntmachung des Leitfadens zur Durchführung der „Sicherheitsüberprüfung 

gemäß §19a des Atomgesetzes -Leifaden Probabilistische Sicherheits analyse-“ für Kernkraftwerke in der 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland. November 2005  
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